
Easy Harvest
Harvesting Software.

Collecting, managing and protecting data have become the focus of the processes of agricultural field trials. Easy Harvest 
is used on the harvester in connection with a mobile harvesting data system and enables highest precision weighing and 
moisture measuring. Above all, Easy Harvest offers the advantages of high operational reliability and allows you to harvest 
several trials in a field in a single operation.

Your benefits summed up:

Easy and convenient operation
■■  Clear and user-friendly menu-driven operation in  
different languages

■■ Simple creation of field plans and trial arrangements
■■ Harvesting of several trials in a field in a single  
operation

■■ Additional information can be added to the plots  
as notes

■■ Precalibrated moisture curves
■■ Simple import and export of data

High precision, reliability, traceability
■■  Precise weighing result and moisture measurement
■■ Integrated sampling control
■■ Integrated label designer and label printer
■■ Data protection through backup file (e.g. USB stick)
■■ Ability to manually control the processes
■■ Error diagnosis system
■■ Allows for several users with different rights

PRODUCT
INFORMATION

Preparation.
Trials can be either imported or created in the software. Data can also be synchronized. Fields can be freely arranged and 
then positioned.

Trial is set up

Trials and field plans can also be imported
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Harvest.
In harvest mode, you can at all times see your position, which plots have already been harvested and the corresponding 
results. The samples can also be labeled.

Label designer

Data export.
The data can be either synchronized or exported as a CSV 
file for further processing.

Several trials can be arranged in a field and then positioned

Simple navigation in the field Convenient creation of notes
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